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West Virginia will NOT use
controversial voting app Voatz during
primary elections after MIT engineers
expose it can be infiltrated by hackers

West Virginia let overseas troops vote via an app and was set to do it again 
The state was also going to roll out Voatz to residents with disabilities
However, new findings reveal the app is 'riddled with vulnerabilities'
It allows hackers to alter, stop or expose how an individual users has voted
Those residents can now fill out a ballot online or mail one in 

By STACY LIBERATORE FOR DAILYMAIL.COM
PUBLISHED: 12:57 EDT, 3 March 2020 | UPDATED: 16:15 EDT, 1 November 2020

West Virginia has announced it will not be using the voting app Voatz after
researchers found it is ‘riddled with vulnerabilities’.

The US state allowed troops overseas to use it in 2018 and was set to implement the
technology in the upcoming primary elections for residents with disabilities 

However, the flaws, uncovered earlier this month by MIT engineers, give hackers the
ability to alter, stop or expose how an individual users has voted.

Secretary of State Mac Warner said on Friday that disabled and overseas voters will
now use a service by Democracy Live which lets them log in to fill out a ballot online
or print an unmarked ballot and mail it in.

Scroll down for video 
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West Virginia has announced it will not be using the voting app Voatz app after researchers
found it is ‘riddled with vulnerabilities’. The US state employed the technology in 2018 to
troops oversease and was also set to implement it in the upcoming primary elections for
residents with disabilities 

The US state was set to employ Voatz following a new bill that requires counties to
provide certain individuals with a type of online ballot-marking device that can be
used with a smartphone. 

In 2018, West Virginia rolled the app out to its residents in the military that are
deployed overseas and unable to cast their votes in person.

Warner said, at the time, they were aware of the risks but believe there is more
benefit to using the technology.
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WHAT IS THE
BLOCKCHAIN?  

Blockchain is a digital, public ledger
that serves as a record of all types of
transactions. 

The system became popularized as
Bitcoin grew in use over the past few
years. The blockchain serves as a
digital record of cryptocurrency
transactions.

However, the flaws, uncovered earlier this month by MIT engineers, give hackers the ability to
alter, stop or expose how an individual users has voted. Secretary of State Mac Warner said on
Friday that disabled and overseas voters will now a service by Democracy Live which lets them
log in to fill out a ballot online or print an unmarked ballot and mail it in 

However, multiple cybersecurity experts raised concerns about using the
technology and others like it, saying it provides more opportunities for hackers to
infiltrate the voting system – leading engineers at MIT to open an investigation.

The experiment was conducted shortly after 'inconsistencies' with an app that was
supposed to track the results of the Democrat caucuses in Iowa threw the vote into
chaos overnight.

Although Voatz was employed during the Iowa caucus, MIT researchers conducted
their own test with the app to see just how safe it is, as thousands of voters are
predicted to use the technology in the 2020 president election. 

After uncovering the startling vulnerabilities, MIT turned them over to the
Department of Homeland Security's Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Agency.

Daniel Weitzner, a principal research scientist at MIT's Computer Science and
Artificial Intelligence Lab (CSAIL) and founding director of the Internet Policy
Research Initiative, said: 'We all have an interest in increasing access to the ballot,
but in order to maintain trust in our elections system, we must assure that voting
systems meet the high technical and operation security standards before they are
put in the field.'

'We cannot experiment on our
democracy.'

To investigate Voatz, the team reversed
engineered the app and found an
adversary with remote access to the
device using the application can alter or
see a user's vote.

And if the server is hacked, which the
team found can be easily done, the cyber
criminal can change votes.
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Recently, companies have begun using
the blockchain for a variety of different
purposes. 

The blockchain records transactions,
or blocks, in the order they were made.

Instead of one person having
knowledge of the record's order,
everyone has access to the system and
is able to verify the order. 

However, each transaction is
encrypted with a 'hash' that converts
each entry into a random jumble of
letters and numbers using an
algorithm. 

Michael Specter, a graduate student in
MIT's Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science and
a member of MIT's Internet Policy
Research Initiative, said: 'It does not
appear that the app's protocol attempts
to verify [genuine votes] with the back-
end blockchain.'

'Perhaps most alarmingly, we found that a
passive network adversary, like your
internet service provider, or someone
nearby you if you're on unencrypted Wi-
Fi, could detect which way you voted in
some configurations of the election.' 

'Worse, more aggressive attackers could
potentially detect which way you're
going to vote and then stop the
connection based on that alone.

The team also found that a third party has the ability to access user's photo, driver's
license data, or other forms of identification.

Matthew Green, an associate professor at the Johns Hopkins Information Security
Institute. In the case of Voatz, also noted: 'I think this type of analysis is extremely
important. Right now, there's a drive to make voting more accessible, by using
internet and mobile-based voting systems.' 

'The problem here is that sometimes those systems aren't made by people who have
expertise in keeping voting systems secure, and they're deployed before they can
get proper review.'

In the case of Voatz, he adds, 'It looks like there were many good intentions here, but
the result lacks key features that would protect a voter and protect the integrity of
elections.'

Now, troops and those with disabilities will have access to Democracy Live, which is
already an option for those residents in Washington State.

Voters are asked to sign into an Amazon Web Services portal with their name and a
handful of personally identifying information, like their date of birth.

Users then choose to either mark the ballot online or print it unmarked, fill it in and
then mail the paper to the designated address.

Voters are verified by trained local election officials who compare signatures, as is
already the case with conventional mail-in overseas ballots.
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Famed Hollywood
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American Graffiti actor
Bo Hopkins dies in LA
hospital aged 80 after
suffering a heart attack 
 

Lily James 'set to play
Playmat Anna-Nicole
Smith in her upcoming
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after transforming into
Pamela Anderson for
Pam and Tommy
 

Queen determined to
defy her mobility
struggles by making
TWO appearances on
Buckingham Palace
balcony in show of
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Kourtney Kardashian
and husband Travis
Barker return to LA with
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after saying 'I do' for a
third time in Italy 
 

Ewan McGregor, 51,
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the Cannes Film
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Britney Spears shares
another nude snap to
social media... before
striking a pose with her
cat 
 

94 years on, but
there's no mistaking
that grin! Pictures
reveal how the Queen is
still adopting the same
stance and mischievous
smile she had as a
toddler
 

Diane Kruger cosies
up to fiancé Norman
Reedus while dazzling
in a strapless silver
gown on the red carpet
for the Cannes Film
Festival closing
ceremony
 

Triangle of Sadness
bags coveted Palme
d'Or at Cannes Film
Festival's Closing
Ceremony... as Tom
Cruise and Forest
Whitaker both take
home honorary awards 
 

Kim Kardashian works
her magic in red velvet
corset and black unitard
as she shares more
sexy snaps from
Kourtney and Travis
Barker's wedding
 

Candice Swanepoel
sends temperatures
soaring in daring red
gown with sky-high leg
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Cannes
 

Scott Disick rocks all
black as he goes for a
post-birthday shopping
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Hamptons
 

Shoppers call these
classic Havaianas flip
flops 'a joy to wear' and
they're on sale right
now with prices starting
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'Sh*t!' Red-faced Kim
Kardashian swears as
she suffers an
unfortunate wardrobe
malfunction in TINY
sheer bra during SKIMS
photoshoot
 

William prepares to do
his duty: Prince
practises for Trooping
the Colour next week
when he will be
stepping in for his 96-
year-old grandmother
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Dwayne 'The Rock'
Johnson takes sip from
tiny pink cup during tea
party with four-year-old
daughter Tiana 
 

Peter Andre confirms
his reality TV show is
returning to screens
after almost 10 years
and will star wife Emily
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Princess
 

Val Kilmer's
Madmartigan will be
back in the Willow
Disney+ sequel series
as creator Jonathan
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is a 'huge part of this'
 

Kim Kardashian is
dragged after new
Beyond Meat promo
shows her not taking
any actual bites of food:
'This is like Kendall's
Pepsi advertisement' 
 

EXCLUSIVE  Ray
Liotta's distraught
fiancée Jacy Nittolo, 47,
appears visibly
distressed as she
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Dominican Republic
where star, 67, died
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Skin Savior:
Facetheory's new $20
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Maya Vander goes
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estate agency in Miami
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Dua Lipa looks
sensational as she dons
a sequin mesh
ensemble while
enjoying a day off from
her Future Nostalgia
tour in Portofino
 

Jennifer Lopez bares
her cleavage in
plunging black jumpsuit
as she arrives at dance
studio... after revealing
she suffered panic
attack in her 20s
 

Director Baz
Luhrmann reveals the
moving praise Priscilla
Presley gave him for his
Elvis biopic: 'It was the
best review I've ever
had'
 

Ed Sheeran song One
Life details singer's
'nerves' before his
proposal to wife Cherry
in the garden of their
sprawling Suffolk estate
 

Hailey Bieber looks
downcast during drive
through Beverly Hills...
following the death of
her grandmother Carol
Baldwin
 

Jennifer Garner
prepares to shoot scene
for new series The Last
Thing He Told Me
decked out in brown
leather skirt and fitted
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Rumer Willis cuts
relaxed figure in purple
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blue biker shorts as she
grabs groceries in Los
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Inside The
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$10m - after Chris' built
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'Ideal for lengthening
lashes!' This $20
mascara conditions
eyelashes while adding
volume according to
satisfied shoppers who
'can't live without it'-
and Daily Mail readers
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Maya Hawke and
Natalia Dyer radiate LA
glamour as they lead
the stars at Stranger
Things event for Netflix
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season premiere
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James Franco, 44, and
longtime girlfriend
Izabel Pakzad, 29, share
plenty of laughs during
lunch date at Italian
restaurant in NYC
 

Lewis Hamilton gets a
rare red flag as fashion
conscious Formula One
ace opts for a
questionable blue vest
and trousers at the
Monaco Grand Prix
 

Bynes goes blonde!
Amanda Bynes ditches
raven tresses and
debuts head of golden
hair during LA outing
with fiance Paul Michael
 

Dua Lipa parades her
long legs in designer
booty shorts as she
enjoys a seafood lunch
during break between
shows in sunny
Portofino
 

'They're both bashed
up': Liam Gallagher, 49,
is considering having a
DOUBLE hip
replacement after
previously refusing the
operation
 

Nicole Scherzinger
puts on a leggy display
in a cleavage-boosting
ballerina-style dress as
she steps out in London
for her cousin's
birthday
 

Victoria Silvstedt, 47,
shows off her toned
legs in a figure hugging
white bodycon dress at
the Amber Lounge
fashion show in Monaco
 

Kim Kardashian
BARES IT ALL! Reality
star gets risque in
sheer, nude-colored
SKIMS cropped top and
leggings for photoshoot
 

Harry and Meghan tell
Queen they WILL keep
low profile during
Jubilee and only do
official engagements
after Monarch 'ordered
family to come together
 

Jennifer Lopez reveals
she suffered a 'panic
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was brought on by
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insists a good night's
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YEARS younger
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Shanna Moakler
auctioning off
engagement ring from
Travis Barker and hopes
to get $120,000...
following his wedding to
Kourtney Kardashian 
 

Busy Philipps
announces split from
husband Marc
Silverman after 14 years
of marriage and admits
they've quietly been
separated for a 'really
long time'

Helen Mirren, 76, and
Andie MacDowell, 64,
giggle and dance on the
red carpet while
catching up in dazzling
gowns at the Mother
And Son premiere at
Cannes Film Festival
 

Queen will welcome
Harry, Meghan and their
children 'with open
arms' this week when
they arrive for her
Platinum Jubilee
celebrations
 

Joe Manganiello calls
Ray Liotta one of his
generation's 'heroes'
and says his Goodfellas
performance was 'a
master class' as he
pays tribute to late actor
 

Pregnant Kelly
Osbourne shows off her
growing baby bump in
denim overalls while
house hunting in LA...
as she celebrates 12
months of sobriety
following relapse
 

'Kravis Forever!' Kim
Kardashian reminisces
about sister Kourtney's
lavish wedding to Travis
Barker with throwback
family pictures from
Italy
 

Kim Zolciak's daughter
Brielle Biermann shows
off her toned summer
body by wearing a pink
and orange bikini in the
Bahamas
 

Disney+ adds violence
advisories to new Obi-
Wan Kenobi series due
to similarities between
opening scene of debut
episode and mass
school shooting in
Texas
 

Renee Zellweger is
sporty in a baseball cap
and black capri
leggings during LA
errand run
 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10862085/Shanna-Moakler-auction-engagement-ring-Travis-Barker-previously-gave-her.html
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10862211/Queens-Platinum-Jubilee-Harry-Meghan-fly-four-day-party.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10862751/Joe-Manganiello-calls-late-actor-Ray-Liotta-one-generations-heroes.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10862017/Pregnant-Kelly-Osbourne-shows-growing-baby-bump-denim-overalls-house-hunting.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10862235/Kim-Kardashian-reminisces-sister-Kourtneys-lavish-Italian-wedding-Travis-Barker.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10862183/Brielle-Biermann-flaunts-toned-summer-body-pink-orange-bikini-Bahamas-vacation-pictures.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10862679/Disney-adds-violence-advisories-new-Obi-Wan-Kenobi-series-mass-school-shooting-Texas.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10862555/Renee-Zellweger-sporty-baseball-cap-LA-errand-run.html
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Sofia Vergara is 70s
chic in yellow blouse
and wrap skirt while
filming gas station
scene as Griselda
Blanco for Netflix
miniseries
 

Dean McDermott
reunites with first wife
Mary Jo Eustace for
their son's college
graduation... amid Tori
Spelling divorce rumors
 

Matthew
McConaughey visits his
hometown of Uvalde
with local GOP Rep to
help people 'heal' three
days after the school
shooting that killed 19
children
 

Kim Kardashian
superfan gets tattoo of
her signature on HAND..
and reality star reposts
it: 'I'll love you forever'
 

Emma Roberts plays
new mom whose
psychological state
comes into question
when she moves into
home with dark history
in trailer for horror-
thriller Abandoned
 

Olivia Jade Giannulli
puts on a leggy display
in a pair of green biker
shorts while walking her
dog in LA... amid Jacob
Elordi dating rumors 
 

Cardi B and Megan
Thee Stallion learn to
play football from the
Los Angeles Chargers
during new episode of
Bodak Yellow rapper's
show
 

Matthew Morrison
LEAVES judging role on
So You Think You Can
Dance after ONE WEEK
saying he failed to
follow competition
'protocols'
 

'Summer is round the
corner!' Paris Hilton, 41,
looks slender in a high
waisted black-and-white
bikini while in The
Bahamas
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10862407/Emma-Roberts-moves-home-dark-history-horror-thriller-film-Abandoned.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10862417/Olivia-Jade-Giannulli-puts-leggy-display-rumors-dating-Jacob-Elordi-swirl.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10862277/Cardi-B-Megan-Thee-Stallion-learn-play-football-new-episode-Cardi-Tries.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10862691/Matthew-Morrison-LEAVES-judging-role-Think-Dance-ONE-WEEK.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10862383/Paris-Hilton-41-looks-slender-high-waisted-black-white-bikini-Bahamas.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10862671/Jessica-Chastain-joins-star-Anne-Hathaway-set-upcoming-film-Mothers-Instinct-New-Jersey.html
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Jessica Chastain
stuns in 1960s era blue
robe and a bright
blonde wig as she joins
Anne Hathaway on set
of Mother's Instinct in
New Jersey
 

Lifestyles of the rich
and famous! Lachlan
Murdoch and wife Sarah
look as happier as ever
as they cruise around
Sydney on their new
$21million yacht - after
he flew home in his
$64million private jet
 

'There is an abuser in
this courtroom, but it's
not Johnny Depp.'
Camille Vasquez calls
Amber Heard a 'deeply,
troubled person
desperate for attention' 

Alexis Bledel
announces SHOCK EXIT
from The Handmaid's
Tale after filming gets
underway for fifth
season
 

The Mandalorian's
long-awaited third
season is set to
premiere in 2023... after
its most recent run of
episodes debuted in
2020
 

Kanye West reignites
war with Kim
Kardashian over
custody of their four
kids in latest single:
'When I pick 'em up, I
feel like they borrowed'
 

Surely they didn't... did
they? RICHARD KAY
probes rumors Kate
Moss had sex with artist
Lucien Freud when she
was 28 and he was 79
 

JOHNNY DEPP VS.
AMBER HEARD TRIAL
LIVE: The world awaits
the verdict in high-
profile $100M
defamation trial as jury
begin deliberations after
six weeks of testimony 
 

Victoria's Secret model
Kelly Gale flaunts her
ample cleavage in a tiny
floral G-string bikini
during seaside vacation
with fiancé Joel
Kinnamen
 

EXCLUSIVE  The most
unlikely Reggae Rat
Pack: Sting and Shaggy
join forces again for
new album 'Com Fly
Wid Mi' with covers of
Frank Sinatra
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10861557/Kanye-West-reignites-custody-war-four-kids-ex-wife-Kim-Kardashian-latest-single.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/debate/article-10862333/Surely-didnt-did-RICHARD-KAY-poses-tantalising-question.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/live/article-10860851/JOHNNY-DEPP-VS-AMBER-HEARD-TRIAL-LIVE-Closing-arguments-set-begin-six-weeks-testimony.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10862497/Kelly-Gale-flaunts-ample-cleavage-tiny-floral-G-string-bikini.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10861997/Sting-Shaggy-join-forces-new-album-Com-Fly-Wid-covers-Frank-Sinatra.html
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The whole Abbey rose
to greet the Queen...
and in shuffled a team
of carpet cleaners:
Priceless vignettes of
the Coronation so vivid
you'll feel like you were
actually there 
 

'It was quite alarming':
The set of Halle Berry
and Mark Wahlberg's
new movie is 'shut
down after crew thought
that they had found live
ammunition'
 

Stranger Things star
Millie Bobby Brown, 18,
was stalked by fan, 26,
who walked on the set
of her Netflix film and
lied to security to crash
her podcast recording,
court hears
 

Amelia Gray Hamlin
flashes a hint of tummy
in a hoodie as she
models a Deep Funk
And Divine Intervention
cap during a coffee run
in Hollywood
 

Candace Cameron
Bure cries as she
explains why she's been
'silent' after Texas mass
shooting: 'I don't always
feel like social media is
a place I want to run to
first to share my heart'
 

The hell of living with
Hollywood's favorite
hedonist Dennis
Hopper: Orgies with up
to 50 women a night, a
gallon of rum and 28
beers a day, topped up
with cocaine
 

'Now God has Ray':
Kevin Costner reflects
on filming Field of
Dreams with Ray Liotta
in touching tribute
following his sudden
death
 

PICTURED: Ray Liotta
looks happy and healthy
in selfie taken just days
before dying at 67 in his
sleep next to fiancee at
Dominican Republic
hotel
 

She's visited every
corner of the world.
Now, the Queen's
biographer recalls her
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10862225/Candace-Cameron-Bure-cries-explains-silent-Texas-mass-shooting.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10862439/Dennis-Hoppers-wild-life-thrilled-Tinseltown-not-poor-wives-children.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10862101/Kevin-Costner-67-pays-tribute-Ray-Liotta-Field-Dreams-actors-sudden-death.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10862173/Ray-Liotta-looks-happy-healthy-selfie-days-dying-67-sleep-Dominican-Republic.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/travel/escape/article-10862261/Forge-royal-tour-reveal-follow-Queens-globetrotting-footsteps.html
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globetrotting glories -
and we reveal how to
follow in her footsteps 
 

Dua Lipa sends pulses
racing in a glimmering
sheer catsuit as she
performs in Milan
during her Future
Nostalgia World Tour
 

Kate Winslet is the
epitome of chic in a
monochrome ensemble
as she joins Andie
Macdowell, Gemma
Chan and barefoot
Helen Mirren at Cannes
 

Jerry Seinfeld's wife
Jessica Seinfeld, 50,
graduates from NYU's
Wagner Graduate
School Of Public
Service: 'I could not feel
more proud'
 

Thandiwe Newton, 49,
and her boyfriend Lonr,
25, step out for a
romantic meal after she
was branded 'crazy' by
family of her toyboy
lover
 

Harry Styles
announces partnership
with Everytown for Gun
Safety to 'end gun
violence'... days after
Texas school shooting
that left 19 children and
two teachers dead
 

Ray Liotta's legacy:
How the late actor's
beloved 23-year-old
daughter Karsen is
following in her father's
famous footsteps as an
actress and model,
boasting multiple movie
role
 

Val Kilmer's ex Joanna
Whalley, 60, makes
RARE appearance as
she plugs Willow series
with costar Warwick
Davis... 34 years after
original debuted
 

Kim Zolciak is 44! The
Real Housewives Of
Atlanta vet flashes her
pert bottom in a mini
dress as she celebrates
with husband Kroy
Biermann
 

Chris Martin wears his
heart on his shirt on
sweet sushi date with
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10862263/Harry-Styles-announces-partnership-Everytown-end-gun-violence-Texas-school-shooting.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-10859039/Ray-Liotta-leaves-23-year-old-daughter-Karsen-following-famous-footsteps.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10861873/Val-Kilmers-ex-wife-Joanna-Whalley-makes-RARE-appearance-Star-Wars-Celebration.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10861153/Kim-Zolciak-44-Real-Housewives-Atlanta-vet-celebrates-husband-Kroy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10861455/Dakota-Johnson-Chris-Martin-inch-close-couple-hold-hands-West-Hollywood.html
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girlfriend Dakota
Johnson 
Dakota and Chris were
spotted on Thursday

EXCLUSIVE  'Telling
our son his daddy was
in jail is the worst thing
I've ever had to do...'
Despairing Lilly Becker
tears into fallen tennis
star husband Boris who
'had it all and blew the
lot'
 

EXCLUSIVE  Harvey
Weinstein tries to
BLOCK female graffiti
artist from turning his
crude topless sketches
of her into NFTs and
auctioning them off
 

Harry Styles
dominates the charts as
his new album Harry's
House AND single As It
Was both sit at number
one
 

Kaia Gerber looks
effortlessly chic in a
white broderie anglaise
dress as she leaves her
luxury hotel in a speed
boat during the Cannes
Film Festival
 

Helen Mirren, 76, holds
hands with husband
Taylor Hackford, 77, as
he uses a walking stick
during an appearance at
Cannes Film Festival
 

Ciara flashes her long
and toned legs in a
vibrant form-fitting hot
pink dress with a VERY
high slit while attending
a gala in Cannes
Ciara, mother of 3,
attended the amfAR gala

Gemma Chan looks
sensational in a semi-
sheer black gothic gown
with matching opera
gloves as she graces
the red carpet of the
Mother and Son
premiere during Cannes
 

The Good Fight
starring Christine
Baranski will come to
an end after the sixth
season on Paramount+
Two of the series' creators
spoke about its end

Newlyweds Kourtney
Kardashian and Travis
Barker appear as
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10862035/Helen-Mirren-76-holds-hands-husband-Taylor-Hackford-77-uses-walking-stick.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10861855/Ciara-shows-toned-legs-fit-physique-vibrant-pink-dress-attending-gala-Cannes.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10862001/Gemma-Chan-looks-sensational-semi-sheer-black-gothic-gown-Cannes-Mother-Son-premiere.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10861703/The-Good-Fight-come-end-upcoming-premiere-sixth-final-season.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10860547/Newlyweds-Kourtney-Kardashian-Travis-Barker-walk-hand-hand-Milan-honeymoon.html
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smitten as ever as
they walk hand-in-hand
during Milan
honeymoon

'Think about the
message Johnny Depp
is sending every victim
of domestic violence.'
Amber Heard's legal
team tells jurors they
will be an 'accomplice'
to Johnny's 'campaign'
 

Jesse Tyler Ferguson
and husband Justin
Mikita are expecting
their second child: 'We
are expanding our
family!'
 

Jimmy Fallon enjoys a
pint with Harry Kane as
the pair head out to
dinner alongside Jon
Hamm and girlfriend
Anna Osceola in New
York
 

Caitlyn Jenner perks
herself up with a
caffeine fix after getting
snubbed from Kourtney
Kardashian's lavish
Italian wedding
Caitlyn kept it casual as
she picked up coffee

Hailey Bieber shares
touching tribute to
grandmother Carol
Baldwin after she
passed away at 92: 'I
celebrate her... and the
legacy she leaves
behind'
 

Gwen Stefani cuts a
casual figure in a
checked shirt and
trousers as she joins
son Zuma, 13, for his
baseball game
 

Woody Harrelson puts
on a typically animated
display as he joins pals
Owen Wilson and chef
Jean Imbert to watch
the French Open in
Paris
 

'He was my partner in
crime': Jennifer Lopez
shares emotional tribute
for her Shades Of Blue
co-star Ray Liotta after
his shock death at 67
 

Bella Hadid puts on a
leggy display in tiny
miniskirt as she leaves
her hotel with boyfriend
Marc Kalman during
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Cannes Film Festival
 

Star Wars live-action
series Skeleton Crew
with Jude Law 'about a
group of kids, age 10,
from a tiny planet' is
announced
 

Johnny's vaping
doorman, four minutes
of Kate Moss, Amber
recoiling from her ex
and the lawyer who
objected to his OWN
question: Ten videos
from Depp v Heard trial
 

Mel Gibson arrives to
Glasgow in style as he
touches down in a
private jet ahead of
fronting a live event in
the city 
 

Keeping Up With The
Kardashians star
Jonathan Cheban, aka
Foodgod, surprises
Hertz customers at LAX
with LA's top food
trucks
 

Pregnant Michelle
Williams showcases her
blossoming baby bump
in navy floral gown at
Showing Up premiere at
Cannes Film Festival
 

Kylie Jenner tries to
contain her laughter as
makeup artist Ariel
smudges dark
eyeshadow on her
nose: 'I had the sickest
smoky eye and he is
just f*****g it up'
 

Justin Hartley looks
dapper in a pink suit as
he gets a kiss from
wife Sofia Pernas while
celebrating his Haute
Living cover in West
Hollywood
 

Kanye West's ex Julia
Fox shows off her
incredible figure in
black bikini as she
relaxes in mud bath with
friends

Coco Austin shows off
stunning curves in a
pink bikini while posing
beside daughter Chanel,
six... as she jokes they'll
never get 'sick of
matching'
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